
 

 
 
 
 

Theatre Admissions  

The Theatre Department at the Barbara Ingram School for the Arts offers three areas of concentration: Acting, 
Musical Theatre, and Theatre Production.  The Acting program consists of sequential course work that begins 
with self-exploration and improvisation before moving on to character development, scene study, rehearsal, and 
performance.  The Musical Theatre program is a comprehensive sequential course of study in acting as well as 
music theatre vocal production and Broadway dance styles.  The Theatre Production program consists of class 
work and practical work on stage productions.  Students learn basic production skills (set design and 
construction, costume design and construction, sound, stage lighting, etc.) and then assume positions of 
responsibility on productions for the Theatre Departments. The audition team is aware that students in the 
middle school are not likely to have had extensive experience in stage production. If the student has 
experience, a resume may be submitted at the audition.   

 
 
 
THEATRE DEPARTMENT AUDITION PROCESS 
THE AUDITION WILL CONSIST OF THREE PARTS: (ROUNDS) 

1.  Improvisation and movement to music 
2.  Prepared monologue 
3.  Additional monologue, song, or interview. (see below) 

 
 
 
ROUND ONE: GROUP IMPROVISATIONS AND MOVEMENT  

All applicants must participate in a group exercise to evaluate physical dexterity     
and creativity. 
 
 
 

ROUND TWO: PREPARED MONOLOGUE 
All applicants must present a monologue that is age-appropriate. 

• To make this process easier, the department has included 5 monologues (for each sex) 
from which those auditioning must select one to present (**If you are auditioning for acting 
you will need to do a 2nd monologue.  Select one monologue from the Round 3 approved 
monologue section *VERY IMPORTANT) 

• Applicants will be asked to state 
(1) your name  
(2) the title of the monologue you selected 

  
APPROVED MONOLOGUES selections are listed at the end of this packet –
Prepare your monologues from these monologues ONLY. 
 
 

 
 
 
 



ROUND THREE:   THEATRE DISCIPLINE AUDITIONS (PICK ONE OF THREE): 
Follow instructions for your selected discipline! 

 
ACTING 

 
• In addition to the Round two monologue, all applicants auditioning specifically for 

Acting must prepare a 2nd monologue from the Round 3 Approved monologues listed 
toward the end of the packet.  NO OTHER MONOLOGUE CHOICES WILL BE accepted 

• All monologues must be fully memorized and rehearsed. 
 

Musical Theatre 
 

• In addition to the Round two monologue, all applicants auditioning specifically for Musical 
Theatre must perform a Broadway-style selection of no more than 2 minutes in length.  
(Approved Song list will appear at the end of this packet.  The song presented must be 
from the APPROVED AUDITION LIST at the end of this packet.) 

• Your song must be fully memorized and rehearsed.   
• An accompanist will be provided for the audition.  NO TRACK ACCOMPANIMENT WILL 

BE PERMITTED.  Please bring an original copy of your music in the  key  you have 
selected for your the audition. 

 
 

Theatre Production 
• Those Auditioning for Theatre Production will not participate in Round 1 
• In addition to the Round two monologue, all applicants auditioning specifically for Theatre 

Production must participate in an audition interview.  The Theatre Production audition interview will 
consist of three parts: 

 
1.  Production project - Applicants will be asked to do a small project  
All materials will be provided. 
2.  An interview - Applicants should be prepared to discuss: 

  A. The extent of their experience in stage production 
  B. Reasons for wanting to train in this program 

C. Any related skills such as carpentry, sewing, painting, electronics,  
    musical engineering, handicrafts, photography 

  D. Background and interest in the following areas:      
   1) Costume design and construction 

 2) Set design and construction 
 3) Scene painting 
 4) Lighting design and practice 
 5) Sound production and engineering 
 6) Stage management 

3.  A review of materials which the student has brought - Applicants should bring with them any  
     examples of their work, such as: 

  A.  Drawings of scenery or costumes or personal artwork 

  B.  Drafting or plans in scale 

  C.  Sound designs 

  D.  Production or prompt books or cue sheets 

  E.  Photos of things made:  scenery props, costumes, craft projects 

  F.  Examples of sewing 

 

If you have any questions you may contact Ms. Ridenour at 

ridenrut@wcps.k12.md.us 

 

mailto:ridenrut@wcps.k12.md.us


THEATRE AUDITIONS DO'S & DON'TS: 
 

DO:  Prepare. Fully memorize the monologue. Imagine yourself in the place where the monologue is set in 
the play.  Imagine the other character or characters to which the monologue is given. Imagine yourself 
in the emotional and psychological circumstances of the character you are portraying. 

DO:  choose the monologue that speaks to you and that you can connect with: 10 Questions that will lead 
you to actable choices in preparing your monologue. 

DON'T :  select any monologue that is NOT included in the packet at the end of the section 
DON'T:  bring props or set pieces for your audition (if you must have something very simple, such as a piece of 

paper to use as a letter that is permissible).  Chairs and/or stools and a table are available in the 
audition room. 

DON'T:  wear a costume for your audition. 
DON'T:  deliver your monologue to the judges as if they(the judges) were characters in the scene with you. 
DO:   Find the truth in your character ,whether it is through a musical performance or a monologue no 

matter how absurd the character seems.  Believe that anything is possible and make your 
judges believe it as well.       

 
 

10 QUESTIONS THAT WILL LEAD YOU TO ACTABLE CHOICES IN PREPARING YOUR MONOLOGUE 
 

As described by Joanna Merlin in her book Auditioning, an actor-friendly guide. 
 

a. What are your first impressions, your immediate intuitive responses to the scene?  Listen to the text with your 
imagination as well as your mind. 

b. What is the world of the scene you are playing?  What are the visual and sensory images of the place or 
period represented?  You won’t wear a costume for your audition but your posture and physical behavior must 
look and feel as though you are fully costumed.  Your judges need to know if you can create authenticity in 
your performance. 

c. What is the scene about?  What are the given circumstances of the scene?  Given circumstances are events 
that happen before the scene begins that help define what happens in the scene. 

d. Who is the character?  Adjudicators are not expecting you to come with fully defined and detailed 
characterizations but simple and immediate ways to evoke a character that will show you have the potential to 
transform yourself.  In preparation 1.  Find the main similarities and differences of your character to you.  2.  
Find the way the character walks.  3.  Find the extremes (none of us are always in one mood, nor are fictional 
characters).  Consider this in your preparation. 

e. What is the character’s objective?  What does the character want to do in the monologue?(what is his 
objective)  The actor must always know the character’s objective even if the character is not aware of it. 

f. What is the obstacle keeping your character from achieving the objective?  Obstacles produce conflict.  
Without conflict the audience will loose interest.   

g. What are the relationships between your character and any other referred to in the scene?  Don’t take a 
relationship for granted.  You will learn a great deal about your own character, and the story or event in the 
scene, from his or her relationships with other characters, whether they are in the scene, referred to or 
fantasized.  An example—It would be very difficult to play Belle without an understanding of her relationship 
with the Beast. 

h. Where are the “moments” in the scene?  Choose the moments that illuminate the scene or character.  Not 
every line can receive equal importance or weight.  Try to find a climactic moment in the scene, if there is one.  
Look for the possibility of humor in every scene. 

i. What is the atmosphere of the scene?  We usually associate atmosphere with a place, a season, a time of 
day, or an event.  Imagining these atmospheres arouses your senses.  You will instinctively move, speak, and 
behave differently in each atmosphere.  Does the atmosphere feel comfortable, dangerous, spiritual, sensual, 
suffocating, liberating, secretive, bright, lonely, hot, cold, romantic, silent, dark, noisy, intimate, etc?  Then, find 
your connection to the atmosphere, a place, time, or event that arouses your senses and make you feel alive 
and present in the scene. 

j. What is the pre-beat? A pre-beat is a preparatory moment immediately before you start your audition in which 
you gather your concentration and focus.  Never rush in.  It allows your courage to fail and your concentration 
on the scene to rush out.  A pre-beat changes that focus.  It cuts through your nerves and intimidation.  The 
pre-beat should trigger an energy source in the scene.  It will stimulate you in an immediate way and will 
connect mind and body.  Be inventive in finding your pre-beat.  But whatever you do, don’t start from zero. 

 
 
 
 



Student Number ________________________________ 
Area: Circle One:  Acting         Musical Theatre       Theatre Production 
Date__________________________________________ 

 
Theatre Audition Criteria - 100 point total 

 
  25 Points (Round 1 - judging for all disciplines) 

Criteria Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 
Demonstrates  
Spontaneity  

     
Demonstrates the  
ability to Take Risks 

     
Uses Principles and  
Elements of Movement-
Physical Dexterity,  
Inner Rhythm 

     

Demonstrates  
Creativity in  
Improvisation 

     

Uses Imagination in the 
development of 
Improvisational  
exercises 

     

 
 
 
 
  25 points (Round 2 - judging for all disciplines - Technical) 

Criteria Technical Level 1 Technical Level 2 Technical Level 3 Technical Level 4 Technical Level 5 
Vocal Techniques- (for 
monologue 1) 
Pitch, Pace , Volume, 
Tempo, Projection, 
Inflection, Diction, 
Resonance-  

     

Focus, Energy 
Concentration, 
Memorization 

     

Principles and  
Elements of Movement-
Demonstrates  
Physical Dexterity,  
Inner Rhythm,  
Creativity 

     

Demonstrates 
Understanding of text- 
Monologue - conveys 
character through truth 
recognizes irony and 
subtext 

     

Demonstrates  
potential but  
lacks formal training 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  25 points (Round 2  judging for all disciplines - Artistry) 
Criteria Artistry Level 1 Artistry Level 2 Artistry Level 3 Artistry Level 4 Artistry Level 5 
Level of Artistic 
Achievement –  
Demonstrates the  
Ability to perform  
with energy, relaxation, 
and instinct  

     

Characterization –  
Demonstrates the  
ability to present  
the truth of the text 

     

Demonstrates a range  
of expression and  
emotion 

     

Communication      
Demonstrates 
artistic promise  
and potential for  
trainable growth 

     

 
 
 
 

25 Points (Round 3 Musical Theatre Discipline  Only – Song ) 
Criteria Technical/Artistry 

Level 1 
Technical/Artistry 
Level 2 

Technical/Artistry 
Level 3 

Technical/Artistry 
Level 4 

Technical/Artistry 
Level 5 

Vocal Technique  
(Musical Theatre)- 
melodic Intonation,  
Pitch, Volume,  
Projection, 
Rhythmic-  accuracy 

     

Focus, Concentration, 
Memorization 

     

Displays natural 
movement, dexterity, 
physical grace and 
presence as well as 
Demonstrates an 
understanding of the 
Principles and  
Elements of  
Rhythm   

     

Demonstrates an 
Understanding of  
Musical Theatre  
Selection text-  
conveys truth in the 
character and   
recognizes irony and 
subtext within the song 

     

Demonstrates  
Artistically the 
potential for Musical 
Theatre aptitudes 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
25 Points (Round 3 - Acting Discipline Only – 2nd Monologue ) 
Criteria Technical/Artistry 

Level 1 
Technical/Artistry 
Level 2 

Technical/Artistry 
Level 3 

Technical/Artistry 
Level 4 

Technical/Artistry 
Level 5 

Vocal Techniques- (for 
monologue) 
Pitch, Pace , Volume, 
Tempo, Projection, 
Inflection, Diction, 
Resonance-  

     

Focus, Concentration, 
Memorization 

     

Principles and Elements  
Movement-Physical 
Dexterity, Inner Rhythm  
Creativity 

     

Demonstrates an 
understanding of text- 
 (2nd Monologue) - 
conveys truth in the 
character and   
recognizes irony and 
subtext within the text 

     

Demonstrates  
Acting aptitudes 

     

 
 
50 Points (Round 3 - judging for Technical Theatre Only – Audition    
Project) 

Interview demonstrates 
desire to pursue a  
career in Technical  
Theatre 

     

Demonstrates the  
ability to Take Risks 

     
Demonstrates 
artistic promise  
and potential for  
trainable growth 

     

Demonstrates  
Creativity and  
imagination  

     

Review of materials 
indicates potential for 
technical theatre  
aptitudes  

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Theatre Audition Criteria – Round 1 (25 points) 
 
(All Disciplines) 
Round 1 Level 5  5 Points        
Performer consistently exhibits spontaneity. Performer consistently takes risks within the audition. 
The performer consistently displays natural movement, physical grace and presence.  The 
performer consistently uses creativity in the improvisation is superior throughout. The level of 
imagination exhibited by the performer during the improvisation is consistently excellent.  
 
Round 1 Level 4  4 Points 
Performer frequently exhibits spontaneity. Performer frequently takes risks within the audition. The 
performer frequently displays natural movement, physical grace and presence.  The performer 
frequently uses creativity in the improvisation is often very good throughout. The level of 
imagination exhibited by the performer during the improvisation is frequently very good.  
 
Round 1 Level 3  3 Points 
Performer usually exhibits spontaneity. Performer generally takes risks within the audition. The 
performer usually displays natural movement, physical grace and presence.  The performer 
generally uses creativity in the improvisation is usually good throughout. The level of imagination 
exhibited by the performer during the improvisation is generally good.  
 
Round 1 Level 2  2 Points 
Performer occasionally exhibits spontaneity. Performer occasionally takes risks within the audition. 
The performer sometimes displays natural movement, physical grace and presence.  The performer 
occasionally uses creativity in the improvisation and is fair throughout. The level of imagination 
exhibited by the performer during the improvisation is fair.  

 
Round 1 Level 1  1 Points 
Performer rarely exhibits spontaneity. Performer rarely takes risks within the audition. The performer 
rarely displays natural movement, physical grace and presence.  The performer’s level of creativity 
in the improvisation is poor throughout. The level of imagination exhibited by the performer during the 
improvisation is poor.  
 
 

 
Theatre Audition Criteria – Round 2 –Artistry (25 points) 

 
 
All Disciplines 
Round 2 - Artistry Level 5  5 Points 
Performer always demonstrates a superior level of artistic achievement, including a superior sense 
of characterization. Performer always presents a superior range of expression and emotion. 
Performer consistently displays an excellent ability to communicate physically and verbally. 
Performer demonstrates an exceptional ability to be fully responsive in imaginative situations. 
Performer conveys excellent ability to perform with energy, relaxation and instinct. Definite potential 
for trainable growth.     
 
Round 2 - Artistry Level 4  4 Points  
Performer frequently demonstrates an excellent level of artistic achievement, including an excellent 
sense of characterization. Performer usually presents an excellent range of expression and 
emotion. Performer frequently displays a very good ability to communicate physically and verbally. 
Performer demonstrates a very good ability to be fully responsive in imaginative situations. 
Performer displays a very good ability to perform with energy, relaxation, and instinct. Strong 
potential for trainable growth. 
 
 
 



Round 2 - Artistry Level 3  3 Points  
Performer usually demonstrates a good level of artistic achievement, including a good sense of 
characterization. Performer usually presents a good range of expression and emotion. Performer 
usually displays a good ability to communicate physically and verbally. Performer demonstrates a 
good ability to be responsive in imaginative situations. Performer displays a good ability to perform 
with energy, relaxation, and instinct. Average potential for trainable growth. 
 
Round 2 - Artistry Level 2  2 Points  
Performer sometimes demonstrates a fair level of artistic achievement, including a fair sense of 
characterization. Performer sometimes presents a fair range of expression and emotion. Performer 
occasionally displays a fair ability to communicate physically and verbally. Performer demonstrates 
a fair ability to be responsive in imaginative situations. Performer displays a fair ability to perform 
with energy, relaxation, and instinct. Little potential for trainable growth. 
 
Round 2 - Artistry Level 1  1 Points  
Performer demonstrates a limited level of artistic achievement, including a poor sense of 
characterization. Performer presents a poor range of expression and emotion. Performer seldom 
displays the ability to communicate physically or verbally. Performer demonstrates a poor ability to be 
responsive in imaginative situations. Performer displays a poor ability to play with energy, relaxation, 
and instinct. Doubtful potential for trainable growth 

 
 
 

 
Theatre Audition Criteria – Round 2 –Technical (25 points) 

 
All Disciplines 
Round 2 - Technique Level 5  5 Points        
Performer consistently exhibits excellent vocal technique.  Diction is routinely clear and 
expressive. Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are exceptionally strong and natural.  Projection, 
resonance, and all aspects of verbal communication are routinely excellent. Focus, energy, and 
memorization are superior throughout. The level of concentration exhibited is consistently 
excellent. The performer consistently displays natural movement, physical grace and presence. 
Performer routinely uses vocal and physical technique to convey character, irony, and subtext. 
Consistently excellent technique allows performer to bring an excellent sense of understanding to 
the monologue.  
 
Round 2 - Technique Level 4  4 Points  
Performer frequently exhibits very good vocal technique. Diction is normally clear and expressive. 
Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are frequently strong and natural. Projection, resonance, and all aspects 
of verbal communication are often very good. Focus, energy, and memorization are very good 
throughout. The level of concentration exhibited is normally very good. Performer repeatedly uses 
vocal and physical technique to convey character, irony, and subtext. Repeated use of very good 
technique allows the performer to bring a very good sense of understanding to the monologue.  
 
Round 2 - Technique Level 3  3 Points  
Performer usually exhibits good vocal technique. Diction is generally clear and expressive. 
Inflection, pitch and rhythm are usually strong and natural.  Projection, resonance, and all aspects of 
verbal communication are usually good. Focus, energy, and memorization are good throughout. 
The level of concentration exhibited is typically good. Performer regularly uses vocal and physical 
technique to convey character, irony, and subtext. Regular use of good technique allows the 
performer to bring a good sense of understanding to the monologue.      

  
Round 2 - Technique Level 2  2 Points  
Performer occasionally exhibits fair vocal technique. Diction is occasionally clear and expressive. 
Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are sometimes strong and natural. Projection, resonance, and all 
aspects of verbal communication are sometimes fair. Focus, energy, and memorization are fair 
throughout.  The level of concentration exhibited by the performer is sporadic throughout. 



Performer at times uses vocal and physical technique to convey character, irony, and subtext. 
Occasional use of fair technique allows the performer to bring sporadic understanding to the 
monologue.   
 
Round 2 - Technique Level 1  1 Points  
Performer exhibits poor vocal technique. Diction is rarely clear or expressive. Inflection, pitch, and 
rhythm are hardly ever strong and natural. Projection, resonance, and all aspects of verbal 
communication are seldom present.  Focus, energy, and memorization are poor throughout. The 
level of concentration exhibited by the performer varies greatly throughout the performance. 
Infrequent use of poor technique allows the performer to bring little understanding to the monologue.  

 
 
 

Theatre Audition Criteria – Round 3 - Individual Disciplines – 25 points 
 

Acting Discipline Only 
Round 3 - (Acting Discipline )Technical/Artistry – Level 5  5 points  
Performer consistently exhibits excellent vocal technique.  Diction is routinely clear and 
expressive. Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are exceptionally strong and natural.  Projection, 
resonance, and all aspects of verbal communication are routinely excellent. Focus, energy, 
memorization and concentration exhibited are superior throughout. The performer consistently 
displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and presence. Performer routinely uses vocal 
and physical technique to convey irony and subtext within the monologue . Consistently excellent 
technique allows performer to bring an excellent sense of understanding and truth to the character 
within the monologue. Performer demonstrates excellent aptitude in acting. 
 
Round 3 (Acting Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 4  4 points  
Performer frequently exhibits very good vocal technique.  Diction is normally clear and expressive. 
Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are frequently strong and natural.  Projection, resonance, and all 
aspects of verbal communication are often very good. Focus, energy, memorization and 
concentration exhibited are very good throughout. The performer frequently displays natural 
movement, dexterity, physical grace and presence. Performer repeatedly uses vocal and physical 
technique to convey irony and subtext within the monologue . Repeated Use of very good technique 
allows performer to bring a very good sense of understanding and truth to the character within the 
monologue. Performer demonstrates above average aptitude in acting. 
 
Round 3 (Acting Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 3  3 points  
Performer usually exhibits  good vocal technique.  Diction is usually clear and expressive. Inflection, 
pitch, and rhythm are usually strong and natural.  Projection, resonance, and all aspects of verbal 
communication are usually good. Focus, energy, memorization and concentration exhibited are 
good throughout. The performer usually displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and 
presence. Performer typically uses vocal and physical technique to convey irony and subtext within 
the monologue . Typically good technique allows performer to bring a good sense of understanding 
and truth to the character within the monologue. Performer demonstrates average aptitude in acting. 
 
 
 
 
 
Round 3 (Acting Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 2  2 points  
Performer occasionally exhibits  fair vocal technique.  Diction is occasionally clear and expressive. 
Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are rarely strong and natural.  Projection, resonance, and all aspects of 
verbal communication are rarely used. Focus, energy, memorization and concentration exhibited are 
fair throughout. The performer rarely displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and 
presence. Performer rarely uses vocal and physical technique to convey irony and subtext within the 
monologue . Poor technique prevents performer from bringing an understanding and truth to the 
character within the monologue. Performer demonstrates below average aptitude in acting. 
 



Round 3 (Acting Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 1  1 points  
Performer exhibits  poor vocal technique.  Diction is never clear and expressive. Inflection, pitch, and 
rhythm are weak and unnatural.  Projection, resonance, and all aspects of verbal communication are 
very poor. Focus, energy, memorization and concentration exhibited are poor throughout. The 
performer hardly ever displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and presence. Performer 
hardly ever uses vocal and physical technique to convey irony and subtext within the monologue . 
Infrequent use of technique prevents performer from bringing truth to the character within the 
monologue. Performer demonstrates very little aptitude in acting. 
 

 
 

Musical Theatre Discipline Only 
 

Round 3 (Musical Theatre Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 5  5 points  
Performer consistently exhibits excellent vocal technique.  Diction is routinely clear and 
expressive. Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are exceptionally strong and natural.  Projection, 
resonance, and all aspects of verbal communication are routinely excellent. Focus, energy, 
memorization and concentration exhibited are superior throughout. The performer consistently 
displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and presence as well as an excellent 
understanding of the principals and elements of Rhythm. Performer routinely uses vocal and 
physical technique to convey irony and subtext within the monologue . Consistently excellent 
technique allows performer to bring an excellent sense of understanding and truth to the character 
within the song. Performer demonstrates excellent aptitude in musical theatre. 
 
Round 3 (Musical Theatre Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 4  4 points  
Performer frequently exhibits very good vocal technique.  Diction is normally clear and expressive. 
Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are frequently strong and natural.  Projection, resonance, and all 
aspects of verbal communication are often very good. Focus, energy, memorization and 
concentration exhibited are very good throughout. The performer frequently displays natural 
movement, dexterity, physical grace and presence as well as an above average understanding of the 
principals and elements of Rhythm. Performer repeatedly uses vocal and physical technique to 
convey irony and subtext within the monologue . Repeated Use of very good technique allows 
performer to bring a very good sense of understanding and truth to the character within the song. 
Performer demonstrates above average aptitude in musical theatre. 
 
Round 3 (Musical Theatre Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 3  3 points  
Performer usually exhibits  good vocal technique.  Diction is usually clear and expressive. Inflection, 
pitch, and rhythm are usually strong and natural.  Projection, resonance, and all aspects of verbal 
communication are usually good. Focus, energy, memorization and concentration exhibited are 
good throughout. The performer usually displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and 
presence as well as an average understanding of the principals and elements of Rhythm. Performer 
typically uses vocal and physical technique to convey irony and subtext within the monologue . 
Typically good technique allows performer to bring a good sense of understanding and truth to the 
character within the song. Performer demonstrates average aptitude in musical theatre. 
 
 
Round 3 (Musical Theatre Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 2  2 points  
Performer occasionally exhibits  fair vocal technique.  Diction is occasionally clear and expressive. 
Inflection, pitch, and rhythm are rarely strong and natural.  Projection, resonance, and all aspects of 
verbal communication are rarely used. Focus, energy, memorization and concentration exhibited are 
fair throughout. The performer rarely displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and 
presence as well as a below average understanding of the principals and elements of Rhythm. 
Performer rarely uses vocal and physical technique to convey irony and subtext within the 
monologue . Poor technique prevents performer from bringing an understanding and truth to the 
character within the song. Performer demonstrates below average aptitude in musical theatre. 
 
 
 



Round 3 (Musical Theatre Discipline) Technical/Artistry – Level 1  1 points  
Performer exhibits  poor vocal technique.  Diction is never clear and expressive. Inflection, pitch, and 
rhythm are weak and unnatural.  Projection, resonance, and all aspects of verbal communication are 
very poor. Focus, energy, memorization and concentration exhibited are poor throughout. The 
performer hardly ever displays natural movement, dexterity, physical grace and presence hardly 
ever exhibits an understanding of the principals and elements of Rhythm. Performer hardly ever 
uses vocal and physical technique to convey irony and subtext within the monologue . Infrequent use 
of technique prevents performer from bringing truth to the character within the song. Performer 
demonstrates very little aptitude in musical theatre. 
 
 

Technical Theatre Discipline Only 
Round 3 – (Technical  Theatre Discipline)– Level 5   9-10 points 
During the Interview, student  consistently exhibits a desire to pursue a career in Technical Theatre. 
Student consistently takes risks within the audition process. The student displays superior artistic 
promise and excellent potential for trainable growth.  The student consistently used creativity and 
imagination to develop a superior project. The level of aptitude for technical theatre is indicated by 
the development of a excellently crafted project.  
 
Round 3 – (Technical  Theatre Discipline)– Level 4   7-8 points 
During the Interview, student  frequently exhibits a desire to pursue a career in Technical Theatre. 
Student frequently takes risks within the audition process. The student displays very good artistic 
promise and very good potential for trainable growth.  The student used creativity and imagination to 
develop an above average project. The level of aptitude for technical theatre is indicated by the 
development of a above average project.  
 
Round 3 – (Technical  Theatre Discipline)– Level 3   5-6 points 
During the Interview, student  usually exhibits a desire to pursue a career in Technical Theatre. 
Student usually takes risks within the audition process. The student displays good  artistic promise 
and good potential for growth.  The student used creativity and imagination to develop a average 
project. The level of aptitude for technical theatre is indicated by the development of a average 
project.  
 
Round 3 – (Technical  Theatre Discipline)– Level 2   3-4 points 
During the Interview, student  rarely exhibited a desire to pursue a career in Technical Theatre. 
Student rarely takes risks within the audition process. The student displays below average artistic 
promise and below average potential for growth.  The student rarely used creativity and imagination 
and as a result  developed a below average project. The Low level of aptitude for technical theatre 
is indicated by the development of a below average project.  
 
Round 3 – (Technical  Theatre Discipline)– Level 1   1-2 points 
During the Interview, student exhibited little to no desire to pursue a career in Technical Theatre. 
Student took little to no risks within the audition process. The student displays little to no artistic 
promise and little to no potential for growth.  The student Does not use creativity and imagination 
and as a result  developed a unacceptable project. The absence of aptitude for technical theatre is 
indicated by the development of a unacceptable project.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



MONOLOGUE SELECTIONS 
FOR THOSE AUDITIONING 
 
The following 10 monologues approved for Round #2 are taken from 
the following collections of monologues 
Famous Fantasy Character Monologs 
Written By Rebecca Young 
Meriwether Publishing Ltd. 
 

Approved Female 
Monologues – Round 2  
 
Select one from the 
following 5 female 
monologues for Round 2-  
 
All Disciplines must present 
one of these monologues 
(male or female) 



 



 







 



Approved Male Monologues 
– Round 2 
 
Select one from the 
following 5 male 
monologues for Round 2- 
All Disciplines must present 
one of these monologues 
(male or female) 



 



 



 



 





Required Female 
Monologues – Round 3 
 
*Select one for Required 
Monologue for this round- 
Acting Discipline Only 
 
Alice in Wonderland  
( 2 different monologues) 
The Fantastics – One 
monologue 





 
 

Alice in Wonderland – Monologue #2 



 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 



 



 

REQUIRED MALE 
MONOLOGUE – ROUND #3 

 
Only one selection for 

Males –round #3 
 Acting Discipline Only 

 
From the play Class Action 



 



Title Musical
Female All I Do is Dream of You Singin' in the Rain
Female I Enjoy Being a Girl Flower Drum Song
Female I Could Have Danced All Night My Fair Lady
Female The Girl I Mean to Be The Secret Garden
Female In My Own Little Corner Cinderella
Female Many a New Day Oklahoma
Female Much More The Fantasticks
Female Pulled The Addams Family
Female Out of My Dreams Oklahoma
Female How Lovely to Be a Woman Bye Bye Birdie
Female Johnny One Note Babes in Arms
Female I Cain't Say No Oklahoma
Female Let Me Entertain You Gypsy
Female One Boy Bye Bye Birdie
Female Miracle of Miracles Fiddler on the Roof
Female Matchmaker Fiddler on the Roof
Female Shy Once Upon a Mattress
Female It's the Hard-Knock Life Annie
Female Little Lamb Gypsy
Female Castle on a Cloud Les Miserables
Female The Beauty Is The Light in the Piazza
Female I Speak Six Languages 25th annual Putnum County Spelling Bee
Female My Friend the Dictionary 25th annual Putnum County Spelling Bee
Female Hurry Up Face Snoopy

Male Consider Yourself Oliver
Male Different Honk!
Male I Gotta Crow Peter Pan
Male It's Possible Seussical the Musical
Male I Just Can't Wait to Be King The Lion King
Male What If The Addams Family
Male If I Only Had a Brain The Wizard of Oz
Male There is a Sucker Born Every Minute Barnum
Male Wendy Peter Pan
Male Gary, Indiana The Music Man
Male Any Dream Will Do Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat
Male I, Huckleberry Me Big River
Male I Can Do That A Chorus Line
Male I'm Not that Smart 25th annual Putnum County Spelling Bee
Male My Blanket and Me You're a Good Man Charlie Brown



Male The Kite You're a Good Man Charlie Brown
Male Kiss the Girl The Little Mermaid 
M/F Happiness You're a Good Man Charlie Brown
M/F Green Eggs and Ham Seussical the Musical
M/F Sixteen Going on Seventeen The Sound of Music
M/F I Won't Grow Up Peter Pan
unchanged 
male voice Alone in the Universe Seussical the Musical
unchanged 
male voice Where is Love? Oliver
unchanged 
male voice Alone in the Universe Seussical the Musical
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